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Operating Model
102
The operating model (OM) simulates the dynamics of an age-and spatially-structured population 103 using standard equations for survival, growth, and recruitment to project the population forward 
143
The simulated population is subjected to one of three different exploitation histories (ExpRate), 
155
Although each region has its own independent fishery, the OM assumes that the fisheries use ExpRate is increasing.
168
The three environmental patterns and three exploitation histories provide nine OM scenarios for 169 the simulated population dynamics. For each of these scenarios, the OM generated 100 replicate 170 data sets that include process error due to annual random deviations in recruitment, in the 171 regional recruitment distribution fractions, and in the regional fishing mortality rates. Details are 172 provided in the Supplementary Data.
174
The data sets generated for analysis with stock synthesis include the following elements: regional correct values for the weights-at-age (thus eliminating the need to estimate growth parameters).
198
The models were configured to estimate values for the following parameters: deviations from 199 equilibrium in the initial age composition, the unfished and initial equilibrium recruitment, the 200 initial recruitment fraction to region one, the series of annual fishing mortality rates for each 201 region, annual recruitment deviations for the simulated period, parameters for the logistic 202 selectivity curves and the catchability coefficients for the two regional fisheries and the surveys.
203
Survey selectivity and catchability were specified to be the same in both regions as in the OM. Linear mixed effect models (LME) were fit across the RE values from the three-by-three The best LME models were selected to represent the RE of SSB 0 and SSB Current using a The density plots also illustrate how the RE values for ‫ܤܵܵ‬ and ‫ܤܵܵ‬ ௨௧ vary with the 394 environmental patterns EnvirP (Fig. 3 ) and exploitation histories ExpRate (Fig. 4) for SSB 0 and SSB Current . The resulting model for both response variables was as follows:
The model includes all three main effects and one interaction with MC. Summaries of the models
435
we considered during the selection process are provided in Supplemental Data Table S .2.
437
The LME models were used to calculate specific contrasts and gauge the importance of the 438 different factors. The contrast denoted as "2.S.nE -2.nS.nE" in 
Discussion and Conclusions
519
This study set out to determine the influence of the following factors on stock synthesis estimates 520 for a spatially structured population: 1) underlying processes driving the population dynamics 521 (regional exploitation rates and regional recruitment distribution); 2) the use of survey biomass
522
and age-composition data as well as an environmental index for the regional recruitment 3) The exploitation history experienced by the regional subpopulations had a strong 533 influence on estimation bias in some cases, and was often stronger than the effect of the 534 environmental driver of the regional recruitment distribution. The reduced bias in the models with survey data could be due to the survey providing improved 542 information on the abundance of younger fish. In our experiment the survey selected younger and derived quantities can be biased, even when the assessment model has the same structure as 590 the operating model and uses the same assumptions for the observation error structure and 591 variability of the generated observations (e.g., Ono et al. 2015; Punt et al. 2015) . Ono et al.
592
(2015) reported that estimated model parameters "had low bias (MRE below 4%) for the Base In studies such as these and ours the inclusion of a "control" or "base" model provides a set of factor that could influence a population's dynamics and might influence the performance of an 629 assessment is whether density dependent effects on the recruitment relationship operate at the 630 regional level rather than at the level of the population (as our OM assumed).
632
Another real-world phenomenon that we did not include in our operating model is the movement 633 between regions of post-settlement recruits. This was a focus of the study by Guan et al. (2013) 634 that assessed the spatial structure of US Atlantic herring (Clupea harengus) as they migrated This study provides a starting point for investigating factors that influence the performance of 646 spatially structured stock assessments, specifically data availability and recruitment distribution.
647
The results indicate that in some circumstances ignoring spatial structure tends to degrade 
